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DESIGNED FOR THE FUTURE, ENABLING ADAPTIVE
RADIOTHERAPY AND DOSE-DRIVEN PATIENT POSITIONING.
Image guidance is critical for a high-functioning treatment delivery
system, and today’s imaging systems need to support the upgrades
required for future treatment techniques.
PositionOne supports all standard imaging modalities and imaging
devices used in various treatment room configurations. PositionOne is
seamlessly integrated into the overall treatment workflow and allows
for easier upgrades and maintenance. Certification-ready, PositionOne
ensures that treatment delivery system manufacturers deliver on-time
and on-budget to their customer’s highest expectations.

KEY FEATURES

Using just a single system, PositionOne allows users
to perform in-room imaging and patient positioning
according to the prescribed plan, with seamless
integration into the overall workflow.
In combination with TreatmentOne, PositionOne
allows the user to perform the entire workflow from
a single GUI, and automatically corrects the patient’s
position with a high precision, working in sync with
the patient positioning system and compensating
for setup errors.

Single system for all in-room
devices, supporting any room
configuration

The protocol-based setting of
image acquisition parameters

Image visualization

•
•
•
•

CBCT (gantry- and PPS-mounted, on-rails)

•
•
•

imaging modality,

X-ray (gantry- and floor-mounted)
in-room CT (PPS-mounted, on-rails)
proton imaging

anatomical site,
pediatric vs adult

• 1x1, 3x1, and 3x2 layouts,
• standard and oblique views,
• 3D rendering

Standard image
manipulation tools

• pan and zoom,
• measurements,
• windowing and levelling

Image fusion
(CT-CT, CT-CBCT, CT-MRI)

• checkerboard
• overlay
• RT structures overlay

Manual and automated
image registration

• bone- and intensity-based
• RT structure and rectangular ROIs
• supported registrations: CT-CT, CT-CBCT, CT-X-ray

Selectable degrees of freedom
and configurable limits

BENEFITS
As a seamlessly integrated, certification-ready product,
PositionOne reduces the development and certification efforts
for treatment delivery system manufacturers, ensuring on-time
and on-budget delivery to their customers.
• PositionOne is ready for adaptive radiotherapy and dose-driven patient positioning
enabling a more precise treatment.
• The intuitive and modern GUI focuses on user experience,
• allowing users to execute workflows efficiently and safely,
• ensuring stability and high responsiveness
• PositionOne offers a single GUI which supports any imaging configuration
• allowing for easier upgrades and maintenance
• tightly integrated into the overall treatment workflow
• The protocol-based setting of image acquisition parameters that
• reduce the time for image acquisition and registration process
• enable optimized image processing methods
• Guaranteed support and maintenance throughout the entire lifecycle of the
treatment delivery system
• with 20 years of experience and more than 300 employees, Cosylab is a reliable partner
• providing the highest quality customer support through Cosylab’s worldwide subsidiaries
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WHY COSYLAB
The development and
maintenance of software for
radiotherapy has always been
a long, costly, and complex
process often requiring
more effort than estimated.
Therefore, most radiotherapy
treatment delivery system
manufacturers experience
it as a bottle-neck in their
development of a complete
solution.
Our suite of installation-ready
software products helps you
avoid this painful journey by
giving you:
• a competitive advantage by
reducing your time-to-market
• lower costs and a predictable
delivery date,
• all the medical software
documentation necessary for
the certification of the whole
treatment delivery system.
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Cosylab is a leading technology company building and integrating state-of-the-art
medical software products with electronics for the world’s most complex, precise
and advanced medical systems. The company was established in 2001 and
has expanded its services from building control systems for the world’s largest
scientific projects to developing innovative software solutions for radiotherapy
treatment of cancer. Making radiotherapy cancer treatment safer, more effective
and affordable enables our partners to deliver better healthcare worldwide.

